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Abstract. The uptake of water by contrails in ice-

supersaturated air and the release of water after ice particle

advection and sedimentation dehydrates the atmosphere at

flight levels and redistributes humidity mainly to lower lev-

els. The dehydration is investigated by coupling a plume-

scale contrail model with a global aerosol–climate model.

The contrail model simulates all the individual contrails

forming from global air traffic for meteorological conditions

as defined by the climate model. The computed contrail cir-

rus properties compare reasonably with theoretical concepts

and observations. The mass of water in aged contrails may

exceed 106 times the mass of water emitted from aircraft.

Many of the ice particles sediment and release water in the

troposphere, on average 700 m below the mean flight lev-

els. Simulations with and without coupling are compared.

The drying at contrail levels causes thinner and longer-lived

contrails with about 15 % reduced contrail radiative forc-

ing (RF). The reduced RF from contrails is on the order of

0.06 W m−2, slightly larger than estimated earlier because of

higher soot emissions. For normal traffic, the RF from dehy-

dration is small compared to interannual variability. A case

with emissions increased by 100 times is used to overcome

statistical uncertainty. The contrails impact the entire hydro-

logical cycle in the atmosphere by reducing the total water

column and the cover by high- and low-level clouds. For nor-

mal traffic, the dehydration changes contrail RF by positive

shortwave and negative longwave contributions on the order

of 0.04 W m−2, with a small negative net RF. The total net

RF from contrails and dehydration remains within the range

of previous estimates.

1 Introduction

Contrail ice particles grow by the uptake of humidity from

ambient ice-supersaturated air masses and release their water

content after sedimentation or advection with the wind into

regions with lower relative humidity. Knollenberg (1972) de-

rived the ice mass inventory in a contrail for a single aircraft

from measurements and found that the water present as ice

in the contrail exceeds that in the original aircraft exhaust by

at least 4 orders of magnitude. Hence, contrails dry or dehy-

drate the atmosphere at places where they form, and redis-

tribute humidity to places in the atmosphere where they sub-

limate (Fahey and Schumann, 1999). Small relative changes

of humidity in the troposphere and small absolute changes in

the tropopause region have large effects on radiative forcing

(Riese et al., 2012). Ice is far more efficient in radiative forc-

ing than water vapor (Meerkötter et al., 1999; Chen et al.,

2000; Fusina et al., 2007; Wilcox et al., 2012). The redis-

tribution of humidity may make contrails thinner. In regions

with heavy air traffic, contrail cirrus persistence can mod-

ify or even suppress natural cirrus formation (Unterstrasser,

2014), with consequences for radiative forcing (Burkhardt

and Kärcher, 2011). Falling ice particles may enhance pre-

cipitation from mixed-phase or warm clouds at lower alti-

tudes by increasing humidity and thus the liquid water con-

tent or by the Wegener–Findeisen–Bergeron process, both of

which are thought to increase the likelihood of precipitation

(Murcray, 1970; Korolev and Mazin, 2003; Yun and Penner,

2012). Dehydration from contrails may follow similar pro-

cesses as dehydration by thin cirrus at the tropical tropopause

(Jensen et al., 1996; Fueglistaler et al., 2009).

Contrails have been investigated in many observational

and numerical studies (Schumann, 2002; Mannstein and
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Schumann, 2005; Burkhardt et al., 2010; Heymsfield et al.,

2010; Yang et al., 2010; Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2010b;

Minnis et al., 2013; Lewellen, 2014; Voigt et al., 2015). Nev-

ertheless, the dehydration effects from contrails are not well

known. Previous assessments of the climate impact of avi-

ation (Schumann, 1994; Brasseur et al., 1998, 2015; Pen-

ner et al., 1999; Sausen et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2009, 2010;

Boucher et al., 2013) discussed the dehydration effects from

contrails qualitatively. Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011) were

the first to quantify the dehydration effects within a global

climate model. Contrail formation was treated as a sub-grid-

scale (SGS) process which included a separate cloud class for

young contrails. They found that contrail cirrus causes a sig-

nificant decrease in natural cloudiness, which partly offsets

their warming effect. They estimated the cooling from re-

duced cirrus at about 7 mWm−2 and called for further work

to more reliably quantify this effect.

Observations show ice particles precipitating from con-

trails in ice-supersaturated air (Heymsfield et al., 1998) and

∼ 2 km deep fall streaks of quickly falling large ice particles

below individual contrails on horizontal scales of ∼ 5 km,

far smaller than global-model grid scales (Schumann, 1994;

Atlas et al., 2006). Details of fall streaks below individual

contrails were simulated in large-eddy simulations (LESs)

(Jensen et al., 1998; Unterstrasser et al., 2012). Such fall

streaks could not appear if the cirrus clouds are represented

by mean values in the large grid cells of a global model. Ob-

viously, the large-scale separation between individual con-

trails and global scales makes it difficult to assess the global

impact of dehydration from contrails.

A contrail prediction model, CoCiP (Contrail Cirrus Pre-

diction model), has been developed to simulate the formation

and decay of all individual contrail segments for given air

traffic and ambient meteorology (Schumann, 2012) including

contrail-induced radiative forcing (Schumann et al., 2012b).

CoCiP uses a simplified model designed to approximate the

essential contrail physics for efficient simulation of contrails

from global traffic over long periods. The contrail model

bridges the gap between the different scales of the aircraft

wake and the global atmosphere. Various of the model re-

sults compare reasonably well with observations (Voigt et al.,

2010; Schumann, 2012; Jeßberger et al., 2013; Schumann

and Graf, 2013; Schumann et al., 2013a, b). In the past, the

model has been run in an offline mode for given meteorolog-

ical fields, without exchange of humidity between contrails

and background air.

In this study, the contrail model is coupled with the global

climate model CAM3+–IMPACT (Community Atmosphere

Model – Integrated Massively Parallel Atmospheric Chem-

ical Transport; Wang and Penner, 2010), here also called

CAM. The global model includes complex aerosol–cloud

interactions, cirrus and ice supersaturation. The coupled

CoCiP–CAM model is applied to quantify the impact of wa-

ter exchange on contrail properties, large-scale humidity dis-

tribution, and background climate. In order to isolate the ef-

fects of water uptake by ice particles without complicating

effects from soot and other aerosols (Penner et al., 2009;

Hendricks et al., 2011; Gettelman and Chen, 2013; Righi

et al., 2013), this study is purposely restricted to the effects

of exchanges of water. The ice nucleation properties of soot

from aviation emissions might change when entering contrail

ice (Zhou and Penner, 2014). This is a possibly important ef-

fect, which should be included in a future model application.

For small climate disturbances, to which aviation effects

belong, the analysis of climate impact from free-running cli-

mate simulations is hampered by the noise inherent in such

climate models because of the chaotic nature of atmosphere

dynamics. For a climate model study with a diagnostic linear

contrail model, Ponater et al. (2005) used a fuel consump-

tion larger by a factor of 20 and Rap et al. (2010a) used con-

trail optical depth enhanced 100 times to obtain statistically

significant results from 30- to 50-year climate simulations.

This is a valid approach as long as the climate response to

the disturbances is about linear. Gettelman and Chen (2013)

and Chen and Gettelman (2013) were able to reduce the cli-

mate noise using a 20-year climate model (CAM5) simula-

tion nudged to the pressure, winds and atmospheric and sea

surface temperatures from a previous 1-year simulation. In

order to quantify the effects of this nudging, one would need

comparisons with and without nudging. Here, we try to over-

come climate noise by using enhanced emissions and esti-

mate the linearity of the responses.

2 Methods

2.1 CAM3+–IMPACT model

The method is a new combination of CoCiP with CAM3+–

IMPACT, with code changes to allow for coupling with

exchange of water between contrails and ambient air.

CAM3+–IMPACT is an updated version of the coupled

aerosol–general-circulation-model described in Wang and

Penner (2010) and Yun et al. (2013). CAM3 is the Com-

munity Atmosphere Model version 3, which simulates the

atmosphere. Here, it is run using fixed sea surface temper-

ature climatology with an overall time step of 1 h and a

spatial resolution of 2◦ in latitude and 2.5◦ in longitude,

with 26 vertical model levels up to about 3.5 hPa. IMPACT

is the University of Michigan aerosol model, which treats

a total of 17 aerosol types (Zhou and Penner, 2014). The

model used here combines features added to CAM3 (called

CAM3+) by Liu et al. (2007), Wang and Penner (2010),

Yun and Penner (2012) and Yun et al. (2013). CAM3+ uses

a two-moment cloud microphysics scheme for cloud ice,

in which mass and number concentrations are predicted by

prognostic equations. The two-moment scheme treats ice nu-

cleation, evaporation, and melting, and it allows for ice su-

persaturation. The cloud fraction calculation accounts for

new cloud cover by ice nucleation, treating homogeneous
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and heterogeneous nucleation of ice. The surface emissions

included are for the year 2000 (Penner et al., 2009). The

model has previously been compared with observations (Yun

and Penner, 2012). For example, Wang and Penner (2010)

showed that the model predicts the global distribution of

ice supersaturation, cloud cover, ice water content, and ice

crystal concentrations in reasonable agreement with obser-

vations.

2.2 The contrail simulation model CoCiP

CoCiP is a Lagrangian model which traces individual

contrail segments forming along flight routes for many

flights. The model is documented and discussed in Schu-

mann (2012). In the following, the major features are ex-

plained with a few modifications. CoCiP simulates the lifecy-

cles of contrails from their formation behind individual air-

craft until final dissipation. Contrails are assumed to form

when the Schmidt–Appleman criterion is satisfied for a given

ambient temperature and humidity, a given fuel (H2O emis-

sion index 1.24, combustion heat 43.2 MJkg−1), and a given

overall propulsion efficiency (Schumann, 1996). The model

assumes that the soot particles emitted into the young ex-

haust plume act as condensation nuclei for contrail forma-

tion when humidity exceeds liquid saturation. The resul-

tant droplets freeze soon thereafter because of ambient tem-

perature below homogeneous freezing limits. In the wake

phase, some ice particles are lost by adiabatic warming or

by mixing with dry ambient air. The initial contrail proper-

ties (depth, width, number of ice particles, initial ice water

content) are computed for given aircraft types. (The impor-

tance of aircraft size, speed, fuel consumption, and emissions

for contrail properties was the subject of several recent stud-

ies (Lewellen and Lewellen, 2001; Naiman et al., 2011; Voigt

et al., 2011; Jeßberger et al., 2013; Schumann et al., 2013b;

Unterstrasser and Görsch, 2014).) The contrail advection and

the shear- and turbulence-driven spreading and mixing of

plume air with ambient air are simulated with a Gaussian

plume model. Contrails spread vertically mainly by turbu-

lent mixing excited by shear and limited by stable stratifi-

cation. In the model, particle sedimentation and differential

radiative heating contribute to enhanced vertical diffusivity.

Shear tends to distort plumes into vertically thin sheets en-

hancing vertical mixing. Horizontal diffusivities are larger

because horizontal motions are not limited by stratification.

The contrail bulk ice physics is approximated as a function

of ice water content and ice particle number (Nice) per flight

distance assuming saturation inside the contrail, which is jus-

tified for dense ice clouds or slow humidity changes (Korolev

and Mazin, 2003; Kaufmann et al., 2014). The local ice par-

ticle concentration (nice) is computed from the number of

ice particles per flight distance divided by the plume cross

section. After contrail formation, the contrail ice water con-

tent grows by the uptake of ambient humidity entering the

plume by mixing with ambient ice-supersaturated air. When

mixing with subsaturated air, the ice water content shrinks

accordingly. The number of contrail ice particles is mod-

eled as a function of soot emissions with some parameter-

ized losses during the wake vortex phase of the contrail. The

number of ice particles per unit plume length stays constant

in the model except for parameterized losses by ice particle

aggregation and turbulent mixing. (For a discussion of the

aggregation model used, see Kienast-Sjögren et al. (2013).)

In each contrail segment, the volume mean particle radius

rvol is computed from the volume of the ice and the par-

ticle number. For local optical depth and radiative forcing

(RF) analysis, an effective radius reff is computed assuming

a fixed value ofC = rvol/reff = 0.9 (Schumann et al., 2011b).

The volume mean ice particle size is used to compute the

mean fall speed (Spichtinger and Gierens, 2009). The verti-

cal motion of the contrail follows the sum of ambient ver-

tical velocity and fall speed. Because of crystal size disper-

sion, sedimentation also contributes to vertical widening of

the plume cross section. The contrails terminate when all ice

water content is sublimated (by mixing with dry air, e.g., dur-

ing subsidence) or by precipitating below the lower boundary

of the CoCiP domain. Contrail cover is computed on a fine

grid with 5000× 3600 longitude× latitude grid cells (about

5 km horizontal resolution) based on a threshold of 0.1 for

optical depth (at 550 nm), accounting for overlapping with

other contrails and with ambient cirrus. Hence, a thin con-

trail overlapping with other thin cirrus may enlarge cover

by enhancing the total optical depth beyond the threshold.

The radiative forcing (RF) induced by contrails is computed

from the sum of the contributions from each contrail; for

each contrail, the RF is computed as a function of contrail

properties and top-of-the-atmosphere radiances (Schumann

et al., 2012b). The model is driven by air traffic waypoint

data. Here, we use a global data set for the year 2006, includ-

ing about 80 000 flightsday−1, as provided within the AC-

CRI (Aviation Climate Change Research Initiative) project

(Wilkerson et al., 2010; Brasseur et al., 2015). The fuel con-

sumption and the corresponding water emissions from air-

craft engines are available with these waypoint data. The

overall propulsion efficiency, mostly between 0.2 and 0.4, is

deduced from the given speed, fuel consumption and thrust.

The number of soot particles emitted is set to be propor-

tional to the fuel consumption with a fixed emission index

(10× 1014 kg−1). The emission index used here is larger than

in earlier studies (3.57× 1014 kg−1) because recent experi-

mental data indicate that modern aircraft emit more (by num-

ber) soot particles acting as contrail ice nuclei than estimated

earlier (Schumann et al., 2013b).

CoCiP simulates contrail segments for each flight from de-

parture until arrival for a maximum lifetime, set to 36 h in

this application. (Ages up to about 1 day have been observed

(Minnis et al., 1998; Haywood et al., 2009; Vázquez-Navarro

et al., 2015).) In the original code version, this required fre-

quent readings of the input files. To reduce computing time,

we split the traffic data into hourly data. For each hour of
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integration over the year, first the contrail segments from the

previous flights, if existing, are integrated forward in time

over the next hour or until they die out. Thereafter, contrails

from the new flight segments occurring during the hour are

treated. Contrails remaining active at the end of the time step

are saved for the next integration step.

The CoCiP results depend on various critical model pa-

rameters; see Table 2 in Schumann (2012). In particu-

lar, plume diffusivities are modeled as in Schumann and

Graf (2013), with vertical plume diffusivities computed for

w′N = 0.22 ms−1, and the vertical diffusivity is enhanced

when radiative heating in the contrails causes convective

instability. With respect to particle losses, we found that

the second-order Runge–Kutta scheme for integration of the

prognostic equations is stable and accurate enough without

the need for iterations, reducing computing time. We also

found, partially because of a compensating code error in

the Runge–Kutta scheme, that the loss of particles due to

mesoscale fluctuations has a small impact on the results and

is no longer required (parameters ET = 0.1 and Emeso = 0;

see Table 2 of Schumann, 2012). The humidity seen by Co-

CiP in the troposphere is assumed to be enhanced by a fac-

tor of 1/RHic (RHic = 0.9) compared to what is provided

by the host model to account for SGS variability and possi-

ble systematic deviations from observations. In a previous

study, we used numerical weather prediction results from

the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) with an SGS factor of RHic = 0.8 (Schumann and

Graf, 2013). From the results of the present study, we learn

that RHic = 1 appears to give satisfactory results and should

be used in future applications.

2.3 The coupling of CoCiP to CAM

CAM calls CoCiP as a subroutine each time step, providing

the most recent meteorological fields as input. The fields in-

clude three-dimensional (3-D) fields of wind, temperature,

humidity, ice water content, and cloud cover as a function

of pressure. In addition, two-dimensional fields are provided

for surface pressure, outgoing longwave radiation, reflected

shortwave radiation, and incoming solar direct radiation. Co-

CiP interpolates in these fields linearly in space and time to

obtain the values at any position.

In the offline mode, each contrail segment is simulated

for the given ambient meteorological fields without changing

background meteorology. This simplification is unavoidable

when CoCiP is driven by the output of numerical weather

prediction models, as has been done in the past. The offline

mode allows for the efficient simulation of the contrails from

millions of flights. For the coupled model, CoCiP is run ei-

ther offline or online.

In the online mode, CoCiP returns effective emissions (be-

sides H2O, the code can also treat soot emissions) from air-

craft after contrail processing. CoCiP accounts for the emis-

sions exchanged between the background atmosphere and

the contrails per time step and per CAM grid cell by track-

ing the 3-D-fields “EA”, “EC” and “CA” (the sum of EA

and CA is provided as a water source to CAM and treated as

emissions). EA (engine to atmosphere) records the amount of

emissions from aircraft engines directly to the atmosphere.

EC (engine to contrail) is the amount emitted from aircraft

engines into fresh contrails. Positive CA (contrail to atmo-

sphere) values are the amounts released from contrails to the

atmosphere; negative CA values are the amounts taken up by

contrails from the atmosphere. The emissions are split into

EA and EC during contrail formation as a function of the ini-

tial ice water content inside the freshly formed contrails rela-

tive to the amount of water emitted from the engines. Hence,

if no contrail forms, EA from this flight contains all emis-

sions and the contribution to EC is 0. After contrail initiation,

in growing contrails, the water contribution to CA becomes

negative because contrail ice grows by the uptake of ambi-

ent humidity. Later during the contrail life cycle, the contrail

provides a positive CA contribution when ice sublimates, re-

leasing water to the atmosphere. The local sign of CA de-

pends on the mix of growing and shrinking contrails within

the grid cell. For diagnostics, CoCiP records the inventory

of the amount of emissions stored inside contrail particles

per CAM grid cell in a further 3-D field as a function of

time. The sum of fields EA and CA and this inventory in-

clude all aircraft emissions in the CoCiP domain. Hence, the

H2O mass passed between CoCiP and CAM is conserved.

To reduce storage requirements, CoCiP operates on a lim-

ited altitude domain where contrails form, covering 18 CAM

model levels, from 916 to 100 hPa. Aircraft emissions out-

side this altitude range (e.g., from airports) are included in

CAM separately in a consistent manner.

To avoid negative vapor concentrations in regions with

many contrails forming during a time step, CoCiP accounts

for local H2O exchange between the contrails and back-

ground air during the integration time step. For this purpose,

CoCiP uses a local copy of the background H2O concentra-

tion field provided by CAM and subtracts from it the amount

of water vapor uptake by a contrail (and adds any released

contrail water) immediately. The contribution from each con-

trail segment is distributed over contrail neighboring grid

points depending on the respective distances, keeping H2O

mass conserved. Hence, the next contrail during the same

time step interval finds less humidity and is thinner. In this

method, the results depend on the sequence of flights. The

aircraft which flies first has a thicker contrail than aircraft

later in the waypoint input. The accuracy of this approach

depends on the ratio of the time step to the contrail lifetime.

The accuracy increases for smaller time step sizes.

We note that the coupling between CoCiP and CAM trans-

fers grid cell mean values from CAM to CoCiP and the sum

of all contrail sources or sinks within a grid cell back from

CoCiP to CAM. As a consequence, the mass of H2O uptake

by a contrail during the time step is spread over the grid

cell immediately. Because of the large difference between
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Table 1. Run specification.

Run Coupling Emission Integration

method amounts period

0 offline nominal 30 years

1 online nominal 30 years

2 online 100× increased 1 year

contrail scales (widths on the order of 0.1–10 km) and grid

scales (about 200 km), humidity variations on contrail scales

cannot be resolved. A global model with far higher spatial

resolution would be required to overcome this problem.

2.4 Model runs

Three runs were performed with CAM3+–IMPACT–CoCiP

for this study; see Table 1. Run 0 is the non-coupled (offline)

reference case in which CAM runs without aviation emis-

sions, while CoCiP is run using nominal aircraft emissions.

Here, CoCiP uses the meteorological fields from CAM in the

same manner as it used numerical weather prediction results

in the past (Schumann and Graf, 2013). Run 1 uses the cou-

pled method (online) and simulates the effects of contrails on

the hydrological cycle for nominal aircraft emissions. Run 2

uses aircraft emissions increased 100-fold to enhance the avi-

ation effects beyond climate noise. The results for runs 0 and

1 are from 30 years of simulation after several years of spin-

up. Because of limited computing resources, Run 2 includes

just 1 year restarted from run 1 files.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 CoCiP results

This section describes the contrail results in some detail to

explain the physics simulated and to compare them with ob-

servations. Some annual and global mean contrail properties

for run 0 and 1 are given in Table 2. Unless otherwise stated,

quantitative results are from run 1. The interannual variabil-

ity in the 30-year mean values of CoCiP results as listed is

small, and the run 1–0 differences in Table 2 are significant.

3.1.1 Basic contrail properties

Traffic

The emissions included in CAM are derived from 182.2 Tg

of annual fuel consumption, of which CoCiP analyses

83.2 % (the rest comes from emissions near airports, which

are added directly into the lower model levels of CAM).

The global mean traffic density above 4.5 km altitude is

0.0072 km (km2 h)−1. About 92 % of all flight segments oc-

cur in the Northern Hemisphere. Maximum traffic occurs

Figure 1. Probability density function (pdf) of relative humidity

over ice in the freshly forming contrail segments without (black:

reference case, run 0) and with (red: coupled, run 1) humidity ex-

change.

near 40◦ N over North America (70–115◦W), Europe (7◦W–

15◦ E), and Asia (100–130◦ E).

Contrail formation

CoCiP computes the contrail properties for each given air-

craft type. The average fuel consumption, mass, speed, and

overall propulsion efficiency of contrail-forming aircraft are

4.60 kgkm−1, 116 Mg, 225 ms−1, and 0.31, respectively.

The contrail-forming aircraft consume slightly more fuel

(5.33 kgkm−1) than the rest of the fleet. About 15 % of all

the flight segments cause contrail formation in the CAM at-

mosphere. About 7 % occur in ice-supersaturated air caus-

ing persistent contrails. About 12 % of all fuel is consumed

in regions in which contrails form. (Fractions about two

times larger were computed for ECMWF input with lower

RHic (Schumann et al., 2011a).) Contrail-forming aircraft fly

mainly in the troposphere, at 10.9 km mean altitude, 220.3 K

ambient temperature, 116 % relative humidity over ice (RHi,

see Fig. 1), with mean ambient wind shear of 0.0023 s−1 and

a Brunt–Väisälä frequency of 0.013 s−1. The computed RHi

pdf (probability density function) is similar to observations

(Immler et al., 2008). The global mean contrail temperature

(−53.1 ◦C) is about 5 to 10 K below the mean threshold tem-

perature for contrail formation and close to the values of

−52 ◦C deduced for contrails over the USA from day and

night observations by Bedka et al. (2013) and also close to

−54.6 ◦C at cloud top deduced by Iwabuchi et al. (2012).

Contrail properties

CoCiP computes that there are about 3100 contrail segments

of 36 km mean length present at a time on average within the

CAM atmosphere. A total of 3× 107 contrail segments are

simulated per year. For given shear, stratification, and plume

scales, the mean diffusivity values are 14 and 120 m2 s−1

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/11179/2015/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 11179–11199, 2015
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Table 2. Annual and global mean contrail properties from run 0 and 1 with standard deviations σ of interannual fluctuations for run 1 and

percentage difference relative to run 0.

Parameter Run 0 Run 1 σ Rel.

offline online diff/%

Flight fraction with contrail formation 0.158 0.154 0.001 −3

Flight fraction in ice-supersaturated air 0.074 0.068 0.001 −8

Number of contrails at a given time 2926 2862 53 −2

Relative humidity over ice at contrail formation (%) 119 116 0.5 −4

Contrail optical depth τ in solar range 0.335 0.289 0.002 −14

Cover by contrails with τ > 0.1 (%) 0.551 0.505 0.007 −8

Age of contrails (h) 1.9 2.0 0.01 5

Ice crystals in contrails (1012 m−1) 2.72 2.87 0.02 5

Ice particle number concentration (cm−3) 0.388 0.438 0.003 13

Ice water content (mgm−3) 10.6 7.5 0.05 −29

Effective radius (µm) 45.4 35.1 0.17 −23

Total H2O mass inventory (Tg) 51.4 31.8 0.5 −38

Sedimentation distance in contrails (km) 0.713 0.734 0.008 3

Contrail RFLW in North Atlantic region (NAR) (Wm−2) 1.05 0.88 0.06 −16

Contrail radiative forcing, longwave, RFLW (Wm−2) 0.171 0.143 0.002 −16

Contrail radiative forcing, shortwave, RFSW (Wm−2) −0.096 −0.080 0.002 −17

Contrail radiative forcing, net, RFSW+RFLW (Wm−2) 0.074 0.063 0.001 −14

in vertical and horizontal directions. The contrails spread to

8 km mean width and 1 km mean total depth, with large vari-

ability. We define two results for the depth. The total depth

describes the vertical variance of contrail properties in the

Gaussian plume model; the effective depth is the ratio of

cross-section area to contrail width (Schumann, 2012). The

latter is smaller because shear causes a horizontally inclined

and elongated cross section.

The aircraft emit on average 5.3× 1012 m−1 soot particles

per flight distance. The contrails contain about 3× 1012 m−1

of ice particles per flight distance. Hence, about 56 % of

the ice particles survive wake, aggregation, and turbulent

losses in the model. The ice water content (IWC) in con-

trails (and cirrus) correlates with ambient temperature and

ambient relative humidity (Schiller et al., 2008). Figure 2

compares the pdf of computed IWC with the approxi-

mate IWC/( mgm−3)= exp(6.97+0.103T /◦C) (Schumann,

2002). This parameterization was used, e.g., by Chen and

Gettelman (2013) to compute the contrail IWC; it gives rea-

sonable estimates for the mean but underestimates IWC vari-

ability.

On average, the IWC in contrails is found to be equiva-

lent to an amount of water vapor at relative humidity over ice

of about 15 %. This value is consistent with the mean RHi

in the ambient air. A growing contrail may contain less ice

water and a shrinking contrail more ice water than this mean

value. Hence, as shown in Fig. 1, long-lived contrails also ex-

ist in subsaturated air (as observed by Kübbeler et al., 2011;

Iwabuchi et al., 2012; and Kaufmann et al., 2014).

The total mean and median values of contrail properties

per unit length vary over several orders of magnitude; see

Table 3. The values are averages over all contrail segments

without accounting for contrail overlap. The median values

are smaller than the mean values, which are controlled by

a few very thick, old contrails. The ice mass per flight dis-

tance values (6–50 kgm−1) is of a magnitude similar to LES

results (Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2010b; Lewellen, 2014).

The integral numbers of Table 3 can be used to compute

global mean contrail air density, ice water content, ice par-

ticle size, optical depth, geometrical depth, extinction coeffi-

cient, etc. For example, the ratio of volume per distance di-

vided by the mean width (area per distance) defines an effec-

tive contrail depth (mean ∼ 800 m, median ∼ 400 m, 1/2 h

mean 145 m). The ratio of ice water mass to emission wa-

ter mass is about 180 for young (age < 0.5 h) contrails, 1800

in the median, and ∼ 1.8× 106 in the mean of these simula-

tions. The ratio is close to one in the wake vortex phase (Vay

et al., 1998) or in sublimating contrails. For old contrails in

ice-supersaturated air, the ratio may be far larger than found

by Knollenberg (1972), who measured in a contrail 18 min

after its generation. The maximum values are limited by the

number and mass of the largest ice particles relative to the

mass of H2O emissions.

Because the number of ice particles is nearly constant per

flight distance but variable in the plume cross section, the

volume concentration nice varies from more than 100 cm−3

in young contrails to less than 1 L−1 in aged contrails (see

Fig. 2). The mean value depends strongly on how the av-

erage is defined. When averaging linearly over all contrail

segments (many stay narrow), we obtain a high mean value

of nice of 86 cm−3. When counting all contrail ice parti-

cles globally and dividing by the total volume (segment
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Figure 2. Pdf of contrail properties from CoCiP–CAM for run 0 (white symbols: reference) and 1 (red symbols: coupled). Ice water content

(IWC; blue: computed from temperature; Schumann, 2002), ice particle concentration (nice), volume mean particle radius (rvol), and solar

optical depth (τ ) are all given in logarithmic scales. Mean-, median-, and maximum-probability values are listed for run 1.

Table 3. Contrail properties per length unit in run 1.

Parameter Mean Median Mean for

age < 0.5 h

H2O mass emission (kgm−1) 6.56× 10−3 4.80× 10−3 6.34× 10−3

Volume (m3 m−1) 6.62× 106 2.01× 106 1.15× 105

Air mass (kgm−1) 2.54× 106 8.02× 105 4.23× 104

Ice mass (kgm−1) 4.87× 101 6.08× 100 1.13× 100

Ice particles, Nice (m−1) 2.89× 1012 2.21× 1012 3.99× 1012

Width (m) 8.14× 103 5.00× 103 7.92× 102

S =Niceπr
2
area (m2 m−1) 1.11× 103 4.80× 102 1.39× 102

Optical depth (τ ) ×width (m) 2.25× 103 1.06× 103 2.78× 102

Ratio ice mass / H2O mass emission 1.78× 106 1.78× 103 1.78× 102

length× cross-section area) of all contrail segments, we find

that the volume is very large and dominated by wide, old

contrails. Hence, this mean value of nice is far smaller

(0.4 cm−3).

The mean volume radius varies over a large range, from

about half a micrometer to half a millimeter (see Fig. 2). The

lower bound results from the water mass and the number of

soot particles nucleating ice in fresh contrails. The upper size

limit is determined by sedimentation. The fall speed reaches

values on the order of 0.5 ms−1 for particle radii exceeding

100 µm; the average fall speed is 0.0026 ms−1. Particles sed-

imenting in supersaturated air may grow quickly. The lin-

ear arithmetic mean particle radius rvol is 14 µm. The median

value of rvol is smaller (9 µm). These sizes are representative

for young and narrow contrails. Alternatively, we compute

a volume mean radius of the ensemble of all contrails from

the total contrail ice volume divided by the total number of

contrail ice particles and likewise an effective radius from the

ratio of the total vertically projected particle cross-section

area divided by the total particle volume, following com-

mon definitions (McFarquhar and Heymsfield, 1998). This

results in far larger integral mean sizes: rvol = 27 µm and

reff = 35 µm. These large integral values are dominated by

the aged contrails with the largest volume.
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Figure 3. Pdf of local radiative forcing by contrails in the shortwave

(red) and longwave (blue) ranges (top) and net RF (bottom).

These particle sizes appear far larger than usually assumed

for linear contrails. Bedka et al. (2013) found an average

particle effective radius of 9 µm in MODIS satellite data.

Larger mean particle sizes have been observed for contrail

cirrus: 20–25 µm (Minnis et al., 2013). The remote-sensing

methods may underestimate the particle sizes because the

largest particles may have fallen (e.g., in fall streaks) below

a level visible to remote sensing from space.

The optical depth τ of contrails may be computed locally

as a function of the particle cross-section πr2
area (with r2

area =

r3
vol/reff; Schumann et al., 2011b), volume-specific number

concentration nice, and the effective geometrical depth of

the contrail plume. For various contrail segments, τ varies

strongly (see Fig. 2). τ is large for young contrails because

of many ice particles grown by the uptake of ambient hu-

midity in narrow plumes with large depths. This can be seen

from observations and models (Voigt et al., 2011; Jeßberger

et al., 2013). Later, τ may grow in rising air masses with in-

creasing humidity but generally decreases and approaches 0

while the contrails spread laterally and finally sublimate. The

pdf of log τ has a negative skewness: a few contrails thicken,

while most have small τ , and some are subvisible. The same

type of asymmetry in the pdf of log τ has been simulated

by Kärcher and Burkhardt (2013) for contrails and measured

by Immler et al. (2008) for contrail cirrus. The global mean

optical depth τ is 0.29, which is close to values observed

for young contrails (Voigt et al., 2011). The global mean

value is slightly larger than the value for linear contrails de-

rived by Bedka et al. (2013) from MODIS (0.19–0.26). Con-

trails detected with an automatic contrail tracking algorithm

(ACTA) from Meteosat observations by Vázquez-Navarro

et al. (2015) have very similar optical thickness (mean: 0.34,

median: 0.24).

The RF induced by contrail segments varies strongly (see

Fig. 3). In rough agreement with observations (Vázquez-

Navarro et al., 2015), individual contrail segments may cause

local RF values in areas covered by contrails exceeding

60 Wm−2, with mean values on the order of 10 Wm−2. The

frequent zero SW RF values result from nighttime contrails.

The local net RF may be positive or negative and far larger

than the mean value. Vázquez-Navarro et al. (2015) found

larger mean values because their method mainly detects geo-

metrically and optically thick contrails. The shape of the SW

and LW RF pdfs is similar to theory predictions (Kärcher and

Burkhardt, 2013), but negative RF values were not expected

in that study.

The age of the simulated contrails varies between a few

minutes and 36 h. The mean age is computed as the arith-

metic mean of all contrail segment ages. The computed mean

contrail age is about 2 h. The contrail ages tend to increase

for decreasing ambient humidity (run 1 compared to run 0)

because of reduced sedimentation for lower humidity. The

upper limit of 36 h is reached only 18 times globally in 30-

year simulations. Ages of individual contrails exceeding 10 h

occur rarely (see Fig. 4; the pdf is generated from a 3 % sub-

sample of 1-year simulation data and, hence, misses the few

contrails with the upper limit age of 36 h). The lifetimes are

within the range of results derived with ACTA from Meteosat

contrail observations by Vázquez-Navarro et al. (2015).

The lifetimes depend among other things on vertical mo-

tions in the ambient air. In the model, the contrails experience

larger mean uplift (100 m) than subsidence (74 m). Plume

spreading in ambient ice-supersaturated air causes ice par-

ticle growth because the same ice particles share a growing

amount of humidity. Sinking air warms adiabatically so that

contrails sublimate. Rising air tends to increase relative hu-

midity. Strong adiabatic uplift may cause strong growth of

the ice particles so that they may start sedimenting and pre-

cipitate in fall streaks. Hence, quickly rising contrails may

have shorter lifetimes than slowly rising ones. All these prop-

erties are consistent with findings from LES and observations

(Iwabuchi et al., 2012; Lewellen, 2014).

Comparison with a theoretical concept of sedimentation

influence on optical depth

An important metric for contrail radiative properties as

a whole, independent of the definition of contrail widthW or

contrail depth D, is the total projected surface area S of all

contrail ice particles per unit contrail length (S =Niceπr
2
area),

where Nice is the number of ice particles per contrail length

and πr2
area is the mean effective projected cross section of

the ice particles (Schumann et al., 2011b; Lewellen et al.,

2014; Lewellen, 2014). (Mean values are listed in Table 3.)

The importance of S can be seen from the fact that the op-

tical depth τ of contrails is τ =QextS/W, where Qext is the

mean extinction efficiency and W the effective width of the

contrail. The product Wτ =QextS is known as total extinc-

tion and is important for the radiative forcing of a contrail

at a given time (Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2010b). Hence,
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Figure 4. Pdf of contrail ages. Symbols for CoCiP runs 0 and 1 (sig-

nificant below ages of about 8 h), with given mean or median values.

The straight lines enclose age results for contrails tracked with the

ACTA algorithm in infrared Meteosat data (Vázquez-Navarro et al.,

2015).

τ does depend on the width W and its definition, but W

cancels out when computing the global radiative forcing RF,

which is the sum of all contrail segment RF values weighted

with contrail length and width divided by the Earth surface.

The value of S vs. contrail age is plotted in Fig. 5. We see

S increasing with contrail age for the first 2 h and then ap-

proaching a constant, which is about 102 to 104 m2 m−1 in

these simulations. S decreases for aged contrails in spite of

increasing contrail width. The magnitude of QextS agrees

with observations (Vázquez-Navarro et al., 2015). The ini-

tial growth comes from particle growth in ice-supersaturated

air. Later, values are limited because large particles sediment

quickly (Schumann, 1996). Lewellen (2014) noted the im-

portance of the integral
∫
S(t)dt over the contrail lifetime as

a measure for the total climate impact of the contrail. This

integral has similarities with the energy forcing which we

have discussed elsewhere (Schumann et al., 2012a). Since

we did not save the integral value in our simulations, we

approximate the integral by Stage/2. The results show that∫
Sdt approaches asymptotic values on the order of 108 ms

for old contrails. The values are close to those reported by

Lewellen (2014) from LES of contrails with particle-size-

resolving microphysics. He showed that the integral S re-

lates to fall speed and the sedimentation depth 1zsed by∫
Sdt ∼= αNice1zsed, where α = 18πη/(gρice) is a parameter

resulting from the Stokes law for the particle terminal fall ve-

locity (η ∼= 14×10−6 kgm−1 s−1 is the dynamic viscosity of

air; ρice
∼= 917 kgm−3 is the bulk density of ice; g is gravity).

The sedimentation depth 1zsed was computed within CoCiP

for each contrail segment. Figure 5 shows that the CoCiP

results are roughly consistent with the theory. The results il-

lustrate the important link between the optical properties of

contrails and ice particle sedimentation in ice-supersaturated

air. The scatter around the mean 1 : 1 correlation indicates

that the effective S values depend also on other parameters:

Lewellen (2014) noted the importance of the depth of the

Figure 5. Ice particle cross-section area S per contrail length

(unitm2 m−1) and its approximated time integral
∫
Sdt ∼= Stage/2

(in m s) vs. plume age tage (top panel) and vs. the approximating

parameter suggested by Lewellen (2014) (see text). The line depicts

a linear fit.

ice-supersaturated layer below flight levels. In addition, we

have nonsteady and spatially variable meteorology and size-

dependent fall speeds differing from the Stokes law. We see

that the essential physics of contrail optical depth formation

as simulated by CoCiP is similar to LES results.

Comparison of contrail properties with observations

from space

In addition to the comparisons mentioned, we compare

the computed contrail properties with satellite observations.

Iwabuchi et al. (2012) used satellite pictures (MODIS) to

identify linear contrails and derived their altitude and thick-

ness from collocated space lidar (CALIPSO – Cloud-Aerosol

Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation) observa-

tions. The method was applied for the domain 15–85◦ N and

180◦W–80◦ E (see Fig. 6). Contrails were detected mainly

over the North Atlantic. Although we find a larger share

of contrails over the continents, the vertical distribution of

the contrails vs. latitude in the model is similar to that ob-

served (see Fig. 7). Some of the simulated (and observed)

contrails at low latitudes rise above 14 km altitude, above

the maximum flight levels where contrails form (13.1 km).

This is a consequence of rising air masses, as they occur in

the tropics, over continents (Pauluis et al., 2008). The com-

puted mean contrail altitude (10.5±1.2 km) is slightly lower

than observed (10.9±1 km). Some of the low-level contrails
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Figure 6. Contrail occurrence computed with CoCiP–CAM (red up-

ward triangles; run 1) and analyzed from MODIS–CALIPSO obser-

vations (black downward triangles; data from Iwabuchi et al., 2012),

for 180◦W–60◦ E, 15–85◦ N. The triangles represent single contrail

events (a small random subset of computed contrails is plotted).

Figure 7. Contrail occurrence vs. latitude as in Fig. 6. Red sym-

bols: CoCiP-CAM; black: MODIS–CALIPSO data from Iwabuchi

et al. (2012). The colored lines are linear fits to the respective data.

may result over continents from aircraft during ascent or

descent. Others may occur below thick high-level clouds and

be missed by lidar observations.

Figure 8 shows that the pdf of optical depth from CoCiP is

close to that derived from MODIS and CALIPSO. The dif-

ferences between the model results for run 1 and 0 are sig-

nificant but comparable to the differences between the mea-

surements in the 2 years (with slightly different lidar proper-

ties; Iwabuchi et al., 2012). Figure 9 compares the computed

and observed width and vertical geometrical depth of con-

trails. We note the large scatter of the data. Perhaps CoCiP

slightly overestimates the total depth. The effective depth ap-

pears to fit the observations better. The contrail width pdf (not

shown) is a maximum at zero width and decreases exponen-

tially, with a 5 km median and an 8.1 km mean width. The

width range of ACTA contrails is more limited (7.8± 2 km)

(Vázquez-Navarro et al., 2015).

Figure 8. Pdf of solar optical depth of contrails in CoCiP–CAM

simulations. Top: run 0; bottom: run 1. The curves in both pan-

els are the same and are gamma functions approximating MODIS–

CALIPSO observations in 2007 and 2009 (full and dashed, respec-

tively), as reported by Iwabuchi et al. (2012).

Figure 10 compares the difference in the diurnal cycle

of cirrus cover and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) be-

tween the North Atlantic region (NAR; 45–55◦ N, 10–45◦W)

and a corresponding South Atlantic region (SAR; 45–55◦ S,

10–45◦W) from the model with results from 8 years of satel-

lite observations. Cirrus cloud cover (Ewald et al., 2013) and

outgoing longwave radiation (Vázquez-Navarro et al., 2013)

data were derived from Meteosat Second Generation (MSG)

infrared satellite observations. The anomalies have 0 mean

values. Air traffic density in the SAR is practically 0, while

traffic in the NAR shows a systematic double-wave diurnal

cycle (Graf et al., 2012). Anomalies of cirrus cloud cover and

OLR differences between NAR and SAR from MSG show

similar patterns with a 2–4 h delay. This “aviation finger-

print” was used to quantify aviation-induced cirrus changes

(Graf et al., 2012; Schumann and Graf, 2013). The delay can

be interpreted as the time it takes to let ice particles grow

(see Fig. 5) and spread from fresh contrails to extended cir-

rus cover. The results suggest that contrail cirrus contributes

about 2 % of cirrus cover and about 1 Wm−2 of radiative

forcing in this region. The diurnal cycle from the sum of Co-

CiP contrail cover and CAM cirrus cover and corresponding

longwave radiances is consistent in shape and amplitude with

the MSG results. They agree approximately also with results

from the offline CoCiP–ECMWF combination in Schumann

and Graf (2013).

Also, the interannual variability in the MSG results is com-

parable in magnitude to the variability in the CAM–CoCiP

results. This suggests that CoCiP simulates most of the pro-

cesses controlling this contrail cirrus signal. The ratio of
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Figure 9. Contrail Gaussian plume depth D (black), and effec-

tive depth Deff (red) vs. contrail width W from CoCiP–CAM.

The crosses show individual contrail results in the domain as

in Fig. 6. The black and red curves show power-law regres-

sion results; D/km = 0.68 (Wkm−1)0.373, and Deff/km = 0.454

(W km−1)0.420. The black dashed curve is the corresponding re-

gression (D/km = 0.29 (Wkm−1)0.513) as given by Iwabuchi

et al. (2012).

regional LW RF to global LW RF (see Table 2) is 6.12 and

6.13 in runs 0 and 1, respectively. The ratio was 5.71 in the

previous study with ECMWF meteorology. This ratio was

used to extrapolate the regional LW RF to the global RF.

Hence, the coupling does not change the main conclusions

from earlier CoCiP studies.

We looked for a local response of cirrus cover and OLR

to dehydration following the diurnal traffic cycle. The re-

sults from CAM do not reflect such a diurnal cycle. Different

timescales of contrail cirrus and dehydration effects would

be important when discussing mitigation options. Also, Chen

and Gettelman (2013) computed a far smaller amplitude of

a double-wave diurnal cycle in global model results of LW

RF for this region than observed. Hence, the dehydration ef-

fects of the contrails within CAM are either slow or not large

enough to excite a semidiurnal cycle. Note that most con-

trails are thinner than 1 km. Perhaps the coarse CAM grid

cells (about 1 km× 180 km× 220 km) smooth out any local

response of cirrus to dehydration.

Some global contrail properties

Figure 11 shows the annual mean global cirrus and contrail

cover. The mean cirrus cover computed in CAM is 40 %. The

value depends critically on the method used and is speci-

fied here as a function of the assumed probability density

function of supersaturation within each grid (Wang and Pen-

ner, 2010). The result is roughly consistent with a range of

satellite observations of thin and opaque high-level clouds

(Stubenrauch et al., 2013). The mean contrail cover with op-

tical depth τ > 0.1 is nearly 100 times smaller: 0.50 %. Max-

imum values of up to 12 % are computed for high-traffic

regions in North America and Europe. The mean product

Figure 10. Diurnal cycle of anomalies of differences between

a North Atlantic region and a South Atlantic region for air traffic

density (top panel), cirrus cover (middle), and outgoing longwave

radiation (bottom) vs. universal time of day. The error bars denote

the standard deviations of annual means. In the two lower panels,

black symbols denote CAM results, red symbols the sum of CAM

and CoCiP contributions, and blue symbols results derived from

8 years of satellite (Meteosat second generation, MSG) infrared ob-

servations (Graf et al., 2012; Schumann and Graf, 2013).

of width× length× τ of all individual contrail segments di-

vided by the Earth surface area is 0.29 %.

The global contrail cover estimated in early assessments

was below 0.1 % (Sausen et al., 1998; Penner et al., 1999).

The computed contrail cover is about 5 times larger than

that derived from linear contrails in satellite data (Palikonda

et al., 2005; Meyer et al., 2007). More recent observation re-

sults provide higher values (Minnis et al., 2013). Burkhardt

and Kärcher (2009) and Frömming et al. (2011) show that

the computed contrail cover depends strongly on the as-

sumed threshold value of optical depth used to discriminate

contrails from clear sky. Rap et al. (2010b) estimated the

global mean annual linear contrail coverage for air traffic

of the year 2002 to be approximately 0.11 %. Burkhardt and

Kärcher (2011) reported a contrail cirrus cover for the year

2002 of about 0.23 %. Schumann and Graf (2013), for the

year 2006, computed a global mean cover of 0.23 %. The

differences of the present study from previous results using

CoCiP come mainly from the larger soot number emission

index (1015 kg−1 instead of ∼ 3.5×1014 kg−1). For a factor-

2 increase in the soot emission index, we computed increases

in visible contrail cover of 1.29, in contrail age of 1.16, in
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Figure 11. Panel (a): global map of annual mean cirrus cover (mean

0.40) and (b) cover by contrails exceeding an optical depth (at

550 nm) of 0.1 (mean 0.0050).

contrail width of 1.22, in contrail geometrical depth of 1.14,

and in net contrail RF of 1.64 (Schumann et al., 2013b).

As described above, we compute contrail RF by the differ-

ence in net incoming radiative fluxes at top of the atmosphere

with and without contrails. The longwave (LW) part of this

RF is always positive and warming, the shortwave (SW) part

is negative and cooling, and the net effect (sum of LW and

SW RF) is often small compared to the LW forcing and may

be positive or negative locally. The global RF distribution

is shown in Fig. 12. The net RF reaches maximum values

of more than 1 Wm−2 locally over North America and Eu-

rope. The mean values are 0.584±0.045 Wm−2 over central

Europe (10◦W–20◦ E, 40–55◦ N) and 0.410± 0.018 Wm−2

over the continental USA (65–130◦W, 25–55◦ N). For run 1,

CoCiP computes a global mean net RF of 0.063 Wm−2 (LW:

0.14 Wm−2; SW: −0.08 Wm−2). The annual mean net RF

is positive everywhere on the globe. The global mean LW

RF value is 12 % larger than that computed by CoCiP with

ECMWF data (Schumann and Graf, 2013), mainly because

of the larger soot emission index.

The computed RF values are far larger than those esti-

mated previously for linear contrails (Minnis et al., 1999;

Rap et al., 2010b; Frömming et al., 2011; Yi et al., 2012;

Chen and Gettelman, 2013; Spangenberg et al., 2013), 5

times larger than the value estimated for contrail cirrus for

the same traffic by Chen and Gettelman (2013), and nearly

double the value estimated with a global contrail cirrus model

for traffic in the year 2002 by Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011).

Figure 12. Global map of annual mean radiative forcing by contrails

– (a) SW (mean−0.080 Wm−2), (b) LW (mean 0.143 Wm−2) – in

logarithmic color scales.

As indicated, some of the comparisons point to possible

overestimates of contrail cover and optical thickness by Co-

CiP. This would imply overestimates of SW and LW RF. As

in previous CoCiP studies, the magnitude of the computed

SW /LW ratio is quite large (0.56). This SW /LW ratio

varies between 0.2 and 0.8 in the literature (Haywood et al.,

2009; Myhre et al., 2009; Yi et al., 2012; Minnis et al., 2013;

Schumann and Graf, 2013; Vázquez-Navarro et al., 2015).

The ratio may become even larger for small ice particles

and higher contrail temperatures (Meerkötter et al., 1999;

Zhang et al., 1999). For fixed LW RF, a smaller SW /LW

ratio would imply a larger net RF value. Besides, with re-

gard to contrail lifetimes and diurnal variations, the RF val-

ues depend on the radiances without contrails, cloud temper-

atures, optical ice particle properties, ice water path, cloud

overlap, and 3-D effects (Meerkötter et al., 1999; Markow-

icz and Witek, 2011; De León et al., 2012; Forster et al.,

2012; Yi et al., 2012). Hence, the net RF may be both larger

and smaller than 0.06 Wm−2. Correct modeling of the opti-

cal properties may be more important than correct modeling

of humidity exchange. Note that the reported net RF includes

only the contrail effects. Contributions from dehydration in

CAM are discussed below.

3.1.2 Impact of changed background meteorology on

contrail properties

Figure 13 depicts the annual and zonal mean emissions

of water from aircraft engines into the atmosphere, either
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Figure 13. Zonal and annual mean water emission rates (in units of mass mixing ratio per time) vs. latitude and pressure (a) from aircraft

engines directly into the free atmosphere (EA), (b) from aircraft engines into contrails (EC), and (c) from sublimating contrails into the

atmosphere (CA; negative values mean water deposition on contrail ice) for run 1. Panel (d) shows CA for run 2. Note different scales.

directly (EA) or into contrails (EC). The figure also depicts

the water released from contrails (CA). As explained above,

the contrails take water from engine emissions and from

background humidity in ice-supersaturated air masses (neg-

ative CA) and release water when sublimating in subsatu-

rated air (positive CA). Since the amount of H2O taken from

ambient air is far larger than the emission, we find negative

“emissions” in the CA field of H2O at flight levels and large

positive values further down. The negative CA at flight levels

in the upper troposphere implies dehydration and the positive

CA lower down implies hydration contributions. For steady

climate, the annual mean of CA becomes equal to EC, the

amount of H2O entering young contrails. Here the total bud-

get is the result of the uptake of water by contrail minus the

release, and these exchanges are far larger than the net emis-

sions.

The H2O mass inventory in contrails amounts to 32 Tg for

run 1, which is large; the amount corresponds to 14 % of the

annual aviation H2O mass emissions. The young contrails

(age < 0.5 h) contain 2.5 % of this mass (Table 3). The to-

tal ice mass content in all young contrails at a given time is

7.4× 108 kg. Chen and Gettelman (2013) estimated this to

be about 1× 107 kg; the large difference may explain differ-

ent RF values. The mean emission altitude from engines into

atmosphere z is derived from an integral zEC =
∫
zdm/

∫
dm,

where dm is the local EC mass contribution. The value zEC

defines a mean contrail formation altitude. This altitude is

10.9 km in run 1. The corresponding altitude of water release

to the atmosphere zCA is 700 m lower. For a mean contrail

age of 2 h, this corresponds to a mean fall speed of 0.1 ms−1,

which appears reasonable for the particle sizes computed.

Perhaps the fall time has to be added to the time of con-

trail formation and spreading to obtain the timescale of cirrus

changes, so that the total timescale may reach half a day. This

may further explain why the semidiurnal cycle in the NAR

does not show up in the CAM results in Fig. 10.

Contrail formation reduces ambient humidity locally

(Fig. 1) with the consequence of getting fewer or thinner

contrails (Fig. 2), which are slightly longer living (Fig. 4).

Contrail ice particle sedimentation brings humidity to lower

levels. Even without sedimentation, contrails in subsiding air

sublimate at lower levels. Contrails in rising air masses oc-

cur often because relative humidity increases from adiabatic

cooling. Hence, some hydration occurs at higher levels but

does not show up in the longitudinal mean values.

The effect of humidity exchange on contrails and the back-

ground atmosphere can be quantified by comparing the mean

results of runs 0 and 1 (see Table 2). The contrails in the

coupled model run 1 have 5 % more ice particles but 29 %

less ice water content and a 23 % smaller effective radius

than in run 0. The total H2O mass inventory changes by

39 %. Thus, the coupling effect is important. The contrails
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Figure 14. Vertical profiles of changes in normalized absolute hu-

midity (1q/q) from differences between run 1 or 2 and run 0 av-

eraged over 20 (black), 30 (blue), 1 (red) year(s) for the northern

midlatitudes (left) and globally (right). Run 1 uses normal traffic;

run 2 uses fuel consumption increased by 100 times. In this figure,

error bars estimate significance limits from the root-mean-square

variances divided by
√
(N − 2), where N is the number of years

available for averaging.

have 14 % lower optical depth and a 5 % higher age. They

live longer because the smaller ice particles sediment more

slowly. The change in the net radiative forcing, from ∼ 0.07

to ∼ 0.06 Wm−2 (about 14 %), is small compared to the RF

from contrails without dehydration.

3.2 CAM results

3.2.1 Normal traffic emissions

The redistribution of water by contrails in the atmosphere

should have the strongest effects on humidity in the back-

ground atmosphere at northern midlatitudes, where most

contrails form. For normal traffic, the CAM results show

only small changes. The run 1–0 differences are small com-

pared to the interannual variability in the atmosphere (see

Fig. 14). In order to understand this, we estimate the order of

magnitude of the source rate required to cause an apprecia-

ble change in background humidity. A background humidity

mass concentration on the order of 100 ppm and a lifetime

on the order of 10 days (a 1-month lifetime cannot be ex-

cluded; Forster et al., 2003) correspond to a background hu-

midity source on the order of 100ppm/10d∼= 10−10 s−1 or

3× 10−4 month−1. In the zonal and annual mean (Fig. 12),

the source rates from contrail sublimation (CA) amount to

10−5 month−1 at most. Hence, the humidity contributions

from contrails are more than a factor of 30 smaller in mag-

nitude than natural water sources and apparently too small to

be visible in 30-year climate mean values.

Radiative forcing should respond strongly to humidity and

cloud changes in the troposphere and the lower stratosphere

(Chen et al., 2000; Riese et al., 2012). Figure 15 shows the

RF computed from the difference between run 1− run 0.

The interannual RF standard deviations are 0.2–0.3 Wm−2.

Figure 15. Annual and global mean shortwave (SW), longwave

(LW) and net (SW+LW) radiative forcing (RF) from dehydration

by contrails, as reflected in CAM by the net top-of-the-atmosphere

radiance difference of run 1− run 0, vs. years.

The interannual changes are smaller than the variability

in top-of-the-atmosphere radiances derived from satellites

and from atmospheric–ocean climate models (Kato, 2009;

Stephens et al., 2015) and similar to the variability in CAM5

(Zhou and Penner, 2014) but far larger than the variabil-

ity (< 0.1 Wm−2) of nudged models (Chen and Gettelman,

2013). Assuming N-2 independent results fromN = 30 years

of simulations, the standard error is
√

28 smaller, about

0.05 Wm−2. Hence, the mean LW RF is practically 0, and the

SW and net RF values are mostly positive but only weakly

significant. A positive net RF could not be explained with

reduced cirrus clouds (Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2011).

The annual mean RF values vary from year to year and

show significant correlations with other annual and global

mean diagnostics from CAM. Figure 16 shows strong corre-

lations of RF with liquid water path and with low-level cloud

cover. For SW RF, the correlation with low cloud cover is

stronger than with high-level cloud cover. Hence, the inter-

annual variability in RF appears to be linked mainly to the

variability in low-level cloudiness.

3.2.2 Enhanced traffic emissions

In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in the CAM sim-

ulations, we consider run 2 with traffic emissions 100 times

enhanced. The increased traffic emissions are implemented

in CoCiP using the same number of flights but fuel consump-

tion 100 times larger, implying water mass and soot num-

ber emissions 100 times larger. This causes large changes in

the contrail properties (see Table 4). We see a number of ice

particles per unit length that is 94 times larger and an ice

particle number volume concentration that 6 times larger but

60 % less specific ice water content. Hence, as expected, e.g.,

from Unterstrasser and Gierens (2010a), the increased soot

emission causes far more contrail ice particles, while the en-

hanced water emissions are less important. Moreover, CoCiP

computes a doubled mean contrail lifetime, an optical depth
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Table 4. Change in contrail properties for fuel consumption 100 times larger.

Parameter Run 1 Run 2 Ratio

online 100× fuel runs 2 / 1

Fuel consumption in contrails (kgkm−1) 5.33 533 100

Ice crystals (1012 m−1) 2.87 272 94

Total ice mass inventory (Tg) 31.8 311 9.8

Sedimentation distance (m) 0.734 0.735 1.0

Age (h) 2.00 4.02 2.0

Width (km) 18.1 168 9.3

Effective depth (m) 829 2380 2.9

IWC (mgm−3) 7.5 3.1 0.42

Ice particle number concentration (cm−3) 0.438 2.70 6.2

Effective radius (µm) 35.1 13.0 0.37

Ice mass content (kgm−1) 138 155 1.1

Ice mass content per H2O emission (1) 21100 2350 0.11

Contrail net RF (Wm−2) 0.063 0.87 13.81

Cover of contrails with τ > 0.1 (%) 0.505 3.88 7.68

Optical depth of contrails with τ > 0.1 (1) 0.367 1.375 3.75

Figure 16. SW (left panels) and LW (right) RF correlations with

liquid and ice water path (LWP, IWP), water vapor path (WVP),

and high- and low-level cloud cover in annual mean values of the

differences of CAM results in run 1 and run 0.

4 times larger, and 8 times more contrail cover, and about a

net contrail RF 14 times larger.

CAM does not see the soot but sees changes in water

emissions CA (with a small contribution from EA). CoCiP

computes a contrail ice water mass inventory that is about

10 times larger and about the same sedimentation depth. Fig-

ure 13 (lower panels) shows the distributions of the effective

emissions CA for runs 1 and 2. We find similar distributions

with CA values about 10 times larger in run 2. The ratios of

the maximum, minimum, and global mean rms values of CA

in runs 2 and 1 are 12.4, 9.8 and 12.9, respectively. Hence,

the water inventory, the exchange between contrails and the

background atmosphere in run 2 are about 10 times larger

than in run 1.

Figure 14 shows that the mean humidity profile responds

to the larger water exchange significantly. The contrails cause

global dehydration mainly of the tropopause region (includ-

ing the lower stratosphere) and a local increase in humidity in

the mid-troposphere below the main flight levels at northern

midlatitudes. The global mean humidity decreases. Hence,

the redistribution of humidity by contrails changes the entire

hydrological cycle.

Figure 17 plots the RF of dehydration derived by CAM

from run 1–0 differences as a function of the contrail ice wa-

ter inventory, which is used as a measure of the change in

water exchange CA. The mean values are compared in Ta-

ble 5. For run 2, the RF values are computed from the 1-year

mean of run 2 and 30 annual mean values of run 0. The stan-

dard deviation from 30 years of run 2 might be a factor of
√

2

larger.

The mean SW and LW RF results are significant at the

95 % confidence level for enhanced fuel consumption. SW

RF is positive in this case, suggesting that dehydration re-

duces cloud cover, both in the upper and lower troposphere,

causing lower Earth albedo and, hence, warming the atmo-

sphere. LW RF is negative (cooling), which would be con-

sistent with reduced cloud cover and reduced water vapor in

the cold tropopause region. The net RF values are small and

have different signs in runs 1 and 2.
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Table 5. Annual and global mean CAM results for normal (run 1) and 100× fuel (run 2), with standard deviations of interannual variability

(σ ).

Abbreviation Parameter Run 1, ±σ Run 2, ±σ Unit

mean mean

FSNT SW net RF 0.077 0.301 0.272 0.190 W m−2

FLNT LW net RF −0.007 0.181 −0.449 0.130 W m−2

SWCF SW cloud forcing 0.076 0.320 0.313 0.204 W m−2

LWCF LW cloud forcing −0.017 0.132 −0.211 0.094 W m−2

FSNTC SW clear-sky forcing 0.002 0.092 −0.042 0.062 W m−2

FLNTC LW clear-sky forcing 0.010 0.112 −0.239 0.081 W m−2

LWP liquid water path −0.201 0.778 −0.494 0.526 g m−2

IWP ice water path −0.001 0.096 −0.186 0.071 g m−2

WVM water vapor path 0.011 0.086 −0.040 0.067 kg m−2

CLDHGH high-level cloud cover −0.033 0.201 −0.642 0.103 %

CLDMED mid-level cloud clover −0.037 0.150 −0.241 0.123 %

CLDLOW low-level cloud cover −0.024 0.201 −0.365 0.131 %

Table 5 shows that dehydration by contrails causes sig-

nificant changes in CAM mean values for enhanced emis-

sions. We find reduced cloud cover and a reduced water

path in all phases. All of these changes are consistent with

a causal impact of humidity redistribution by contrails on the

hydrological cycle. The results suggest that ice particles sed-

imenting from contrails transport humidity downwards caus-

ing low-level cloud changes. The added humidity at lower

levels may enhance liquid water content and cloud droplet

sizes and, hence, precipitation. The available diagnostics do

not allow us to quantify how much the Wegener–Findeisen–

Bergeron process contributes to ice particle growth from

evaporating cloud droplets, thereby enhancing precipitation.

Low-level cloud changes by aviation aerosol have been

found before (Righi et al., 2013), but such effects from de-

hydration have not been reported before. The SW plus LW

clear-sky RF (see Table 5), mainly from the reduced water

vapor path, is of opposite sign and far larger in magnitude

than the RF from aviation water emissions without contrail

formation (about 0.001 Wm−2; Wilcox et al., 2012), even

when scaling the run-2 values by factors of 10 to 100.

Interpolating linearly in the ice mass inventories (Fig. 17)

suggests that the magnitudes of the SW and LW RF compo-

nents of the dehydration effects for nominal traffic are about

0.04 Wm−2. Because of the different signs of the SW and

LW contributions, the net RF from dehydration is smaller,

and not much different from the −0.007 Wm−2 result esti-

mated by Burkhardt and Kärcher (2011). Hence, the dehy-

dration may reduce the RF from contrails, but only slightly.

Our best estimate for the total net RF stays within the range

of 0.04–0.08 Wm−2 estimated earlier (Schumann and Graf,

2013).

Figure 17. SW and LW RF from humidity redistribution by con-

trails in CAM for nominal (run 1− run 0) or air traffic emissions

increased by 100 times (run 2− run 0) as a function of global ice

mass in contrails. The error bars denote the standard deviations of

interannual fluctuations; for run 2 these are computed from 30 years

of run 0 and 1 year of run 2 results. The red and blue lines indicate

linear interpolations between zero and the RF results computed in

run 2 for increased air traffic.

4 Conclusions

This paper studied the effects of contrails from aviation on

the redistribution of humidity in the atmosphere. For this pur-

pose, we coupled the contrail model CoCiP with the climate

model CAM3+–IMPACT (CAM). The contrail model simu-

lates all the individual contrails forming from global air traf-

fic for meteorological conditions as defined by the climate

model. The climate model simulates aerosol–cloud processes

in the global atmosphere. The coupled model simulates the

exchange of humidity between background atmosphere and

contrails and the resultant changes in the atmosphere, includ-

ing cloudiness and the atmospheric part of the hydrologi-

cal cycle. The results are from two major model runs with

and without contrail water exchange, running hourly over
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30 years. In addition, the coupled model was run with en-

hanced air traffic emissions for 1 year.

The major findings are as follows:

– The mean contrail ensemble properties are as expected

from the present understanding and are consistent with

available observations.

– The computed optical depth values are close to those

observed by lidar and satellites from space.

– In agreement with previous studies, the optical bulk

properties of the contrails are strongly linked to ice par-

ticle sedimentation in ice-supersaturated air.

– In the coupled model, contrail water content may be 103

to 106 times larger than the amount of H2O emitted. On

average, about 3000 contrail segments are active at any

time.

– Contrail growth causes dehydration at flight levels; the

large ice particles sediment, on average by 700 m, even-

tually sublimate and hydrate the atmosphere at lower

levels. In rising air masses, hydration occurs locally at

higher levels.

– The drying at flight levels changes mean contrail prop-

erties by +5 to −30 %: contrails become thinner and

have a higher mean age. Net contrail RF is reduced by

∼ 15 % from ∼ 0.07 to ∼ 0.06 Wm−2.

– The model simulates a diurnal cycle of cirrus properties

in the North Atlantic, which reflects the diurnal cycle

of air traffic in that region and which is close to the cy-

cle observed by satellites. Dehydration-driven diurnal-

cycle cirrus changes in the global model were not de-

tectable.

– The total dehydration RF is too small to be computed

for nominal emissions because of climate noise in the

freely running atmosphere climate model (interannual

RF standard deviations about 0.2 Wm−2).

– Increasing the fuel consumption by 100 shows signifi-

cant changes. The contrails respond strongly to the in-

creases in soot emissions, causing a larger ice mass in-

ventory in contrails and stronger water exchange be-

tween contrails and the background atmosphere. The

larger contrail water exchange drives significant mean

dehydration effects in the global atmosphere.

– Based on these simulations, the redistribution of wa-

ter by contrails causes negative LW RF because of

reduced humidity near the tropopause (opposite sign

and far larger than RF from aviation water emissions

without contrails) and positive SW from reduced cloud

cover, with magnitudes for normal traffic likely less

than ±0.04 W m−2. The net dehydration effect is esti-

mated to be about −0.01 Wm−2. The sum of contrail

and dehydration net RF stays within the range of 0.04–

0.08 Wm−2 derived for contrail cirrus from earlier stud-

ies.

– In the global model, dehydration impacts the entire hy-

drological system, including high- and low-level clouds.

Both liquid and ice water paths and cloud cover of low-

and high-level clouds are reduced.

The quantitative results are sensitive to model details. For

example, the sedimentation is only crudely simulated with

CoCiP because the details depend on the particle size spec-

trum, which is not resolved in CoCiP. Possibly, the simulated

contrails are slightly thicker than expected from the obser-

vations. Thinner contrails would appear, e.g., for a smaller

effective soot emission index. As a whole, the comparisons

with observations show that the coupled model provides

results in reasonable agreement with observations. This is

a positive indicator not only for the quality of CoCiP but also

the quality of the input fields provided by CAM, in particu-

lar with respect to ice supersaturation, which is crucial to the

prediction of long-lived contrails.

This paper discussed the effects of water exchange be-

tween contrails and ambient air. Aircraft aerosols from air-

craft engines emissions, possibly changed in contrails, may

also impact the entire hydrological cycle and could be stud-

ied with an extension of this model in the future.
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